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LATEST NEWS

Hark!  The latest news and musings from the GDC Global-Mega-HQ.  Here we'll keep you posted on the latest GDC press sightings, what's new with the fleet and staff, specials and other awesome deals we're running, and even the occasional rant/opinion piece about the exotic car industry ;)

You can use the filters to the right to narrow posts by year.










Gotham Dream Cars Featured as Exclusive Provider of Exotic Rentals for RallyRace's Exotics Across America

October 15, 2015
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RallyRace, the premier luxury automotive event designer, has selected Gotham Dream Cars as the exclusive luxury exotics rental provider for their 2016 Exotics Across America event.



RallyRace has put the entire weight of their 3+ decades of experience running high end exotic car events into Exotics Across America. It is an exclusive, invite-only luxury cross country rally from New York to San Francisco featuring the best roads in America, allowing participants to experience the best twisty, exciting, and breathtaking country roads during the day and enjoy four and five-star hotels and gourmet dining options each evening. Their highly experienced team will handle all of the boring logistical details like luggage and car transport as well as all reservations, so all you need to do is hop on the provided chartered jet to get from one rally location to another in style and comfort.




Click to read more...





Beverly Hills Rent-A-Car And Gotham Dream Cars Combine To Form The Largest Luxury & Exotic Car Rental Provider In The US

July  9, 2015



Beverly Hills Rent-A-Car (BHRAC) and Gotham Dream Cars (GDC) announced today that they have combined to form the country’s largest dedicated luxury and exotic car rental provider.



Both BHRAC and GDC will continue to operate as separate brands.  Together, the companies will offer a fleet of over 400 ultra-exotic and luxury vehicles from 12 locations throughout North America, including New York, Las Vegas, Los Angeles, Miami, Newport Beach, Phoenix and San Francisco.



GDC will also continue to offer its Dream Car Tour™, Dream Car Dash™, and Dream Car Sprint™ driving experiences in over 20 additional cities across the country.



“The combination of our businesses offers an unprecedented opportunity to expand our prestige service to more of the top markets across the United States,” said Laurie Linkiewicz, Director of Sales and Marketing of BHRAC.  “We’re proud to now offer some of the world’s greatest vehicles and driving experiences coast to coast.”



“GDC was founded because I couldn’t find a decent, trustworthy place to try out a supercar.  We fixed that, and in the process, built a business that put smiles on the faces of tens of thousands of people,” said Noah Lehmann-Haupt, Founder and CEO of Gotham Dream Cars.  “I’m thrilled that together with BHRAC, we’ll be able to continue - and greatly expand - that mission for years to come.”



BHRAC & GDC offer the latest vehicles from world-class marques including Ferrari, Lamborghini, Bentley, Porsche, Aston Martin, Rolls Royce, Mercedes-Benz, BMW, and more.  They also offer a unique collection of classic cars - including legendary models like the Corvette Stingray, Ford Mustang Mach 1, and Chevy Camaro SS.



Their products include daily rentals for personal or corporate use, studio/prop rentals, guided driving experiences, and custom corporate events.



Financial terms of the transaction are not being disclosed.



About Beverly Hills Rent-A-Car



With an unmatched collection of the world’s most luxurious and exciting automobiles, Beverly Hills Rent-A-Car offers up life-changing driving experiences and impeccable service at amazingly affordable prices. Founded in 1992, Beverly Hills Rent a Car is the premiere ultra-exotic and luxury rental car company in Southern California, San Francisco, Las Vegas, and Phoenix.



About Gotham Dream Cars



Gotham Dream Cars is the leading source for ultra-exotic vehicle rentals and driving experiences in New York, the Northeast, Miami and South Florida.  GDC offers traditional rentals, exotic car driving experiences (The Dream Car Sprint™. The Dream Car Tour™, and The Dream Car Dash™), and an exclusive fractional-style membership club (DreamShare™).  GDC was founded in 2004 and is based in Englewood, NJ.






Ouch!

May 12, 2014
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One of the unfortunate realities of the exotic car rental business (actually, any car-related business) is that from time to time, the vehicles get banged-up.  Until the laws of physics change or we’re all in Google-powered self-driving cars, pictures like the above will continue to be a shocking reminder that although you can feel like you’ve got superpowers when you’re behind the wheel of a Ferrari or Lamborghini, your powers are still grounded here on earth.




Click to read more...
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CONTACT US

		(877) 246-8426
		info@gothamdreamcars.com
		gothamdreamcars
		gothamdreamcars
		@gothamdreamcars
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